Presence of Rigid Red Blood Cells in Blood Flow Interferes with the Vascular Wall Adhesion of Leukocytes.
The symptoms of many blood diseases can often be attributed to irregularities in cellular dynamics produced by abnormalities in blood cells, particularly red blood cells (RBCs). Contingent on the disease and its severity, RBCs can be afflicted with increased membrane rigidity as seen in malaria and sickle cell disease. Despite this understanding, little experimental work has been conducted toward understanding the effect of RBC rigidity on cellular dynamics in physiologic blood flow. Though many have computationally modeled complex blood flow to postulate how RBC rigidity may disrupt normal hemodynamics, to date, there lacks a clear understanding of how rigid RBCs affect the blood cell segregation behavior in blood flow, known as margination, and the resulting change in the adhesion of white blood cells (WBCs). In this work, we utilized an in vitro blood flow model to examine how different RBC rigidities and volume fractions of rigid RBCs impact cell margination and the downstream effect on white blood cell (WBC) adhesion in blood flow. Healthy RBC membranes were rigidified and reconstituted into whole blood and then perfused over activated endothelial cells under physiologically relevant shear conditions. Rigid RBCs were shown to reduce WBC adhesion by up to 80%, contingent on the RBC rigidity and the fraction of treated RBCs present in blood flow. Furthermore, the RBC core was found to be slightly expanded with the presence of rigid RBCs, by up to ∼30% in size fully composed of rigid RBCs. Overall, the obtained results demonstrate an impact of RBC rigidity on cellular dynamics and WBC adhesion, which possibly contributes to the pathological understanding of diseases characterized by significant RBC rigidity.